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ABC-CLIO Solutions Earns Gold in 2017 Modern Library Awards
LibraryWorks recognizes database suite as top product per librarian reviews

Santa Barbara, Calif. (Feb. 9, 2017) – ABC-CLIO Solutions, the industry-leading social studies curriculum and research
database suite, has earned Gold distinction in LibraryWorks’s 2017 Modern Library Awards. This win puts ABC-CLIO
Solutions in a class of its own, being the only history product in the 2017 Gold distinction category to have also earned
honors in the Modern Library Awards in past years.
ABC-CLIO has been the trusted choice of researchers, students, and librarians for more than 60 years, with its ABC-CLIO
Solutions database collection serving the community for over a decade. In that time, ABC-CLIO Solutions—comprised of
15 databases ranging in topic from American history to world religions to popular culture—has garnered more than 100
awards, including this honor in the 2017 Modern Library Awards, which LibraryWorks describes as “recognizing the elite
products and services that serve the library industry.”
Because the evaluation process for this award program entails ratings only from librarians experienced with the
particular product under consideration, the Modern Library Awards act as a barometer of real user satisfaction.
“Our company values—reflected in the products we provide—center on equipping librarians in their vital work of
supporting credible research, inquiry learning, and digital literacy,” said Becky Snyder, ABC-CLIO President. “The Modern
Library Awards are special to us because they reaffirm what we often hear in our personal conversations with librarians,
which is that our history databases are making a real difference in student research.”
About ABC-CLIO Solutions
Brought to you by the leading history content provider, the ABC-CLIO Solutions suite comprises 15 social studies
curriculum and research databases designed to improve students’ inquiry skills and to deepen their understanding of
history, contemporary issues, and global cultures. By structuring core concepts in curated topic centers around an
unmatchable reserve of primary and secondary sources and tools for blended learning, the Solutions databases
empower students to build essential content knowledge and to embrace their intellectual curiosity. Learn more at
http://www.abc-clio.com/ABC-CLIOSolutions.aspx.
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